Please share this information sheet with your venue / vendors.
On Site Expectations: Redline has specific requests and requirements that help ensure the
most successful performance we can provide. Please provide this information with your event
planner and vendors so they are knowledgeable about our expectations.

Set Up: Redline will load in and have all large equipment set up one hour prior to contracted
start time. If your guests are arriving earlier and you wish an early set up that will be arranged for
a slight additional charge. It is important that staging or performance area is prepared and
clear for band set up when we arrive to ensure that all is completed by the deadline.

Staging: Redline is a visually entertaining Band and so we suggest that a stage riser is arranged
so that your guests may have an unobstructed view. However at some venues it is best to have
the band perform on the floor due to space constraints. For the 8 piece format the minimum
performance space needed is 20'X12" and 24'X16" for the 12 piece format. The dance floor
should be located directly in front of the stage and guest tables should be located at least 10
feet from the corners of the stage where the PA speakers are located. Floral arrangements,
decorations or video equipment should not interfere with stage space.

Electrical Power: Redline will need a total of three (3) separate 20 amp circuits to run sound
system, amplifiers and lighting. Wall outlets are not counted as separate circuits unless they are
on separate circuit breakers. Please inform the photographer, videographer and

lighting engineer that Redline needs their own three electrical circuits on or near
the stage. Use of these circuits HIGHLY INCREASES RISK of power outage which
will immediately stop event.
Greenroom: We require one private room located nearby in which to eat rest and change
clothes before and after our performance. A hotel conference room or side party center room
can usually be secured for this use.

Storage: Redline requires a 10’ X 10’ storage area for equipment trunks and cases.
Band Meal: Our sound crew and band members often spend 7 to 9 hours at the venue and
this may occur in-between a several hour drive. Therefore, we would like to request some kind
of meal to be served in our greenroom one hour prior to the beginning of our performance. A
meal is greatly appreciated and truly makes a difference in the band's performance
quality. Soft drinks are a necessity for our performers and must be made available to them from
the bar or greenroom. Alcoholic beverages from the bar are not expected but are
appreciated and the hospitality will not be abused.

Outdoor Performances: If your event is outdoors you must provide adequate protection
from the rain, wind and temperature for all performers and equipment. This shall include a level
wooden riser or stage, a completely waterproof covered stage area with roll up / down walls
and properly protected electrical outlets. Heated stage area to a minimum of 50 degrees F.
Notification should be made 2 weeks in advance if equipment truck cannot pull up to within 50
feet of stage to allow for additional set up time. The act reserves the right to discontinue
performing if, in it's judgment, and it determines that members are in danger of bodily harm or its
equipment is in danger of damage as a result from weather or safety conditions.

